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SURGISCHEDULER™LLC , A WEBSCHEDULER COMPANY, SIGNS LICENSE
AGREEMENT WITH UNITED SURGICAL ASSISTANTS, INC. (USA) OF TAMPA,
FLORIDA
SURGISCHEDULER LLC REAL-TIME, WEB-BASED SCHEDULING PROVIDES
MULTI-SPECIALTY SURGICAL PRACTICE WITH CRITICAL COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGE

LAFAYETTE, CA – APRIL 22, 2004 – SurgiScheduler™ LLC announced
today that it has signed an agreement to provide its web-based and PDA-enabled
calendaring, management reporting and scheduling program to United Surgical
Assistants, Inc. of Tampa, FL. United Surgical Assistants specializes in providing
licensed, skilled, and surgically experienced Physician Assistants (PA’s), and other
credentialed medical specialty personnel to surgeons requiring a first assistant to aid
them in surgical procedures.
This customized installation augments the prize-winning SurgiScheduler LLC webhosted software with high-productivity medical registry billing, scheduling, reporting
and management features. United Surgical Assistants, Inc. manages surgical cases
hospital operating rooms and surgical centers throughout Western Florida.
SurgiScheduler LLC offers additional configurable web-hosted software products to
small surgical groups and free-standing surgery centers. Allen S. Kent, CEO and cofounder of SurgiScheduler LLC, says, “This is the most sophisticated implementation
of SurgiScheduler scheduling technology in our six year history. United Surgical
Assistants will employ the SurgiScheduler ASP software to manage nearly its entire

A WebScheduler LLC Company

operations and workflow from a client request for service to billing. Everyone
interacts with it, every day, wherever they are.”
United Surgical Assistants, Inc. President Jim Tully, says, “There were a number of
factors in our decision to select the SurgiScheduler technology, including its low cost
due to the ASP delivery model, custom design, quick turnaround, and ease of
training. We did extensive research into the web-based calendaring companies, and
SurgiScheduler has proven to a reliable, innovative, and customer-service focused
organization.”
About SurgiScheduler™ LLC
SurgiScheduler LLC is a six-year-old software development company whose mission
is to provide innovative, high productivity scheduling, management and calendaring
services using the ASP (Application Service Provider) model. The Company's
proprietary products and Web-based delivery methods are designed to provide an
alternative to costly phone and fax communications for the increasingly mobile work
force in the U.S. and Europe. SurgiScheduler initially enabled the Kaiser Foundation
Hospitals’ Northern California Region to communicate service requests through an
Internet connection directly to an outside vendor providing contract surgical services.
Currently, thousands of critical scheduling transactions are posted each month on
SurgiScheduler calendars. http://www.surgischeduler.com
About United Surgical Assistants, Inc.
United Surgical Assistants, Inc. specializes in providing exceptionally skilled,
surgically experienced Physician Assistants (PA)s to surgeons requiring a first
assistant to aid them in performing surgical procedures. USA's goal is to function in
partnership with surgical practices to enhance each surgeon's productivity, reduce
the surgical practice overhead, augment surgical performance, deliver exceptional
patient care, and reduce patient anesthesia time. USA has a full compliment of
surgically experienced Physician Assistants, including PAs with extensive
backgrounds in most surgical specialties. www.myusapa.com

